
Digital Photography 101
Shutter Speed

Overview
Shutter speed is how we artistically capture motion, and allows us to control how long light is able to 
enter our cameras. The best example is water. If we want to see the droplets we’ll use a faster shutter 
speed, but if we want the milky, veil-like effect, a slower shutter speed is needed.

Shutter speed captures motion and is denoted by a fraction of a second.
     Fast- Freezes motion and lets in light for a shorter period of time, thus decreasing exposure. 
               Ex. 1/8000th of a second.
     Slow- Blurs motion and lets in light for a longer period of time, thus increasing exposure. 
               Ex. 1/30th of a second.

Shutter speed can be set on Tv (time value) or S (shutter priority) mode, depending on your camera, 
or on full manual mode.

Be sure to use a tripod for any exposure less than 1/125th of a second to avoid camera shake.

Other Techniques
Panning- Freezes motion while blurring your background. It is achieved by moving your camera with 
your subject.
     1. Set yourself up. Use a tripod with a swiveling head or stabilize yourself.
     2. Use a slightly slower shutter speed (such as 1/30).
     3. Pre-focus your camera or set to automatic focus tracking.
     4. As your subject approaches, release the shutter as gently as you can and track the subject as it       
races across your frame.

Night Photography- Captures scenes at night and/or the stars above. It is achieved with a very slow 
shutter speed.
     1. Use a tripod and an external shutter release to reduce camera shake.
     2. Manual or pre-focus by holding the shutter release button down halfway.
     3. Set your camera on bulb mode. This allows for very long exposures. The shutter opens when 
you press the shutter release button and closes when you release on the button.
     4. Use a low ISO and an open aperture (lower f/)
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